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Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

In
God
We
Trust
IN OUR 84th YEAR

United Press International

!iCar Is Hit
In Hazel; Man
Apprehended

Local Girls Back
From State FHA
Convention
White.

Anglers Seek Bass
On State Lakes

Murray, KY., Friday Afternoon, June 7, 1963

'Funeral For
Stub Wilson
Held Today

College Cow Sold
At Jersey Show

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

Memorial
Plans
1 e ScItool

LXXXIV No. 135

Half Called For
Draft In State
Fail On Tests

FRANKFORT, Ky. fri. —
A four-year old Jersey cow from I Church
bass will be the top offering at
Murray State College Farm, Murray
Cynthia Ezell and Vicki Crawgrt
da,
Heiress. was sold at the
lakes around the state for weekend ford have returned from attending
Far:ise
First Kentucky National Jersey it
anglers, the state Department of the 18th annual state Future Homeb1
.
Shria and Sale at the State FairFish and Wildlife Resources report- makers of America convention held
ed today.
at Western Kentucky State College.
The selling price was $70000 plus
Lake Cumberland reported ex- Bowling Green, June 4-6. AccomA Vacation Bible School will be .
chargbeen
night
has
at
fishing
Smith
James Ross
$1110(6) in prize money from the held at Memorial Baptist Church I
cellent white bass
panying the girls to the meeting
Court
strings
goad
Quarterly
to
be
alai
had
ed in Calloway
show . Every cow selling
in all sections
June 10-19 The time is 830 to
were Bess Kerlick and Lucy Forrest.
chissitied "very good- or better anti 11:30 am. Monday through Friday
•sith "failing to stop and ascertain taken in the jtunps by casting.
Emily Newberry, State President.
, a production record of 10.000 of the first week and Monday
has)
Good white bass catches at night Hiseville chapter. presided at the
the nature or extent of injury alter
lbs. of milk and 500 lbs. of fat,
running against the automobile was the report from Herrington opening session Tuesday evening.
through Wednesday of the second
Pill of the dams in the three week. Registration wil be held this
craned by James Parker.
Lake where blueaill catches were Robert Cochran. Director of Public
poor.
bass
throFarcame
.teeeaation pedigree of Murray
Police said that Smith
they flunked the medical exam. and
By JOSEPH VARILIA
rated good and black
Friday at 1:30 p.m. This will be the
Relations at Western, extended a
liaise Heiress were tested dams Preparation Day program and it
Fishing for catfish, wager and welcome to the group. In keeping
United Press International
20 for "other reasons"
ugh Hazel last night about 830
begood
of
running
11.000
ainkse daughters averaged
stripes ha.s been
FRANKFORT, Ky 141 — About
and struck the left rear fender
will be over at 3:30 p.m.
with the theme for the three day
The previous year. when 11.138
with
Lake
workfat.
They
Ita af milk and 520 lbs of
half of the young men in Kentucky were called for pre-induction exThe faculty which will be
tbe 1959 Dodge owned by James low the dam at Kentucky
meeting "Future Homemakers Proonly
rated
crappie
were also Ton of Gold cows. Miir- ing includes Bro. T. A. Thacker, called up for the draft are dound amination, was even worse Only
Parker. local insurance man Ex- black bass and
mote Fducation," Dero 0 Downra% Farineuse Heiress had a pin- Principal and Neil Stubblefield, As- unacceptable for service in the 5.463 les.s than half—were found
tensive damage was done to the fair in the main lake area.
ing Dean of Admissions at Westat
bass
white
of
diction record of 11,709 lbs. of sociate Princtpiti. Sherry Thacker U. S. Army, the state Selective acceptable. There were 3957 who
The best string
rear fender, tail light and bumper.
en, spoke on the -Importance of
milk and 590 lbs. of fat.
will bepianigr. Jean Buckner, chor- Service Bureau reported today.
."olice „aid that Smith dui not stop Dale Hollow has been taken at Education Today." He urged those
failed the mental test, 1.707 who
Jerseys were entered from ten ister. and Mrs. Joe Pat Fairley.fecLt. Col, Everette S. Stephenson, failed the physical test. and 11 for
proceeded on toward Murray. night using minnows. Black bass and present to go as far in the educa,
fair.
only
a
states and
province of Canada. retary.
the director of the bureau. said 70 -other reasons."
Bytaanders who saw the incident crappie were rated
tion as possible for young people
The ()rand Champion cow was conBlack bat.s was reported to be the need 'vision to see that through
Mrs. T. J. Murphy, Jean Buckner per cent of those rejected fail the
de,cribed the car driven by Smith,
This year indication.s are that
bluewith
signed by Robert C. Fredrick, Bed- and Rhonda Vance will care for mental test. They are unable to pass
a 1967 Chevrolet and police in best bet at Rough River
education they are building a
It could be worse than the previous
crappie
and
memgood
ford. Pennsylvania and was bought b4nes and toddlers of faculty
an examination that is geared to
Murray %vete alerted Parker said .gill fishing rated
"house of life" that is stable, strong
two The big reason is that the
iar S -500 by Dr Forest Ctt1ip. Mil- bers.
the eighth-grade level of
that he appreciated The ponce net biting on minnows.
and beautiful.
Army has again lifted the mental
was
lake
the
the
an. Tennessee. More than 400 perMore water to fill
atttainment .
Eight departments will have
thrown up to stop Smith &Mtn was
The Wednesday morning session
standards. Stephenson said.
Wilson
"Stub"
W.
H.
at
fishing
are
good
states and Canada at- follbwing workers: Nursery threeThe majority of the others
stopped on Sixteenth street by city I still neded for
was based on -Future Homemakers
He explained that ever since
tended the national show and sale. year olds, Mrs. Ervin Arant, Supt., rejected for medical reasons
Dewey Lake.
police and charges were made.
Promote Education for HomemakThe funeral of H. W. -Stub" Wilstandards for
The show was sponsored by the Mrs. Jean Lee and Joyce Hargrove;
Stephenson listed this break- World War II, the
Parker was parked on the east
ing- and the speaker was Miss Bea- son was held this altertioon at 2:00
induction have been raised more
Mrs. Lou- down for 1962side of Main street in Hazel at the
trice McConnell, Deputy Director p. in at the First Baptist Church Kentucks Department of Agricult- Beginner four-year olds.
Oliver
A tots! ol 3.871 young men were rapidly than the level of educational
time of the accident.
of the Women's Bureau of the U. S. with Dr H C. Chiles and Hey. ure and the Kentucky Jersey Cattle don Stubblefield, Supt.. Mrs
Club, E. B. Houton, head of the Barnett and Sherry Thacker: Be- called up for a pre-induction ex- attainment in Kentucky.
Trooper Stepnenson reported two
Department of Labor in Washing- W E. Mischke officiating.
During World War IT, the standMurray State Department of Agri- ginner five-year olds. Mrs. Logan amination, Only 1017- about 52
accidents yesterday At 9.45 p m.
ton "Future Homemakers Promote
qualifying test
Burial was in the city cemetery. culture. attended the show and sale. ,
Supt.. Mrs. Wayne Stone and per cent-- passed There were 1.- ard armed forces
Bland,
Ralph Richard Grady of Golden
Education for Citizenship" W Fib carocial Problem
on the fourth
Pallbearers were Grayson Mc- He is vice-president of the Ken200 rejected because they couldn't AFQT was designed
Farley.
Lynn
Pond route one ran off the highried out in the Wednesday afterbeen
Clure, Bill Edwards, Clayton Thur- Lucky Jersey Cattle Club.
with Primaries are Mrs,1 pass the mental test 610 because grade level Since then, it has
Working
way three flutes east of Murray, into
noon session by an address "My
raised four grades. The most reman. Jr. John Nanney, W. C. ElkHoward McNeely. Supt. of six-year ,
Today"
Tomorrow
a dry creek or ditch in a 1951
to
-ponaibility
Res
Fast cent changes do not raise the grade
WASHINGTON let
*
*
ins. and Phil Mitchell.
*
Olds, with Mrs. Starkie Colson,I
Chevrolet.
by Jesoee Salley, Public Relations
level, but places additional emphasis
mounting tern-age unemployment
Carolyn McNeely and Mrs. Porter',
Olen
Area
were
Nashville
the
He was taken to the Murray Hospallbearers
of
Director
Honorary
on the ability to read and write
stood at a postsear peak today and
Chilcutt, Mrs. Alfred Taylor. Supt.
pital suffering from cuts about the
Chamber of Commerce.
Doran. Dr C H Jones, Dr. Ray.
Previously, such things as MeLabor Secretary W Willard Wirtz
with Mrs. Hartsolds.
seven-year
of
Thursday
Dick.
Joe
out
carried
Hopper,
head, then lodged in the county
theme
Harold
The
Ammong,
chanical ability 'would compensate
warned it might become one of
Taylor; Mrs.
Carol
and
Recker
McClure,
Homemakers
-Future
Gilmer
was
jail on a DWI charge
morning
Spann.
Joe Hal
for some deficiency in reading Not
the most "explosive" social problems
Dalton, Supt. of eight-year olds,
A
At 1 15 p in yesterday H J Bryan
Promote Education for self-deve- Jack Norsworthy. Bob 'Miller. BuTAT Barnett, age 79, passed away
any more
in U. S. history.
Lamb, Janet Guthrie
Dee
Mrs.
with
ExeMax
Kerr,
Walter
Rayburn.
"
Dr
and John Collier Hartstield had a
lopment
Waylon
ford Hurt.
— Here is
FRANKFORT. Ky
TEur day night at 8 o'clock at the
"The Army has found that a solThe Jobless rate among youths
Jones.
Paulette
and
CruLAIIYouth
Toy
the
of
Thurman,
collision at the intersection in
Director
Billy
cutive
Turnbow,
a sampling of the records of local dier does not function well if he
home of a son. Conn Barnett, in
under 20 cluribed to nearly 18 pet
year Juniors will
ten
and
Nine
Tyler,
of
Joe
Freedom.
Mahan,
and
God
for
Jake
Lynn Grove Br!,iin was proceeding
sade
Polly,
ning, Dub
draft boards as related to pre-in- cannot comprehend what he reads."
Au surn, Kentucky.
icent in May to surpass previous
be taught by Mrs. Coffield Vance,
east in a 1960 Chevrolet and Harts- „recession levels in 1958 and reach Texas, spoke on "Youth in Today's Ed Emerson. and Marvin Swann.
disc-Ion examinations of potential Stephenson said "In the modern
William Halford and
Mrs..
Supt.,
Tues.
lanai&
Barnett
-atra
round
was-a_rettred.
wee
World!
/Settlainur Koine* north on Kentucky 1 its highest point since 19419.,
body
Wilson's
during 1962:
Army this has become a necessity"
Eleven and draftees
Outland.
Bill
Mrs.
ChapHigh
since
Magas
County
an
I
served
Calloway
Chevrolet
County
missing
ay
Calloa
1967
been
a
in
haying
The
SO
das after
Pineville Board 4 -- 70 examThe additional emphasis on the
This helped to push up the nawill be taught
Na one wee injured. uowever ex- tional unemployment rata to 5* ter was selected as one pi the April 6 when he left Gadsden. Ala- 13,0 'lie for some 20 years. He was twelve year Juniors
ined. 18 paased 36 failed for nietital ability read wen' into effect thar
Sanderson. Supt.,
Voris
Mrs.
by
state
Hill
the
plane
of
the
of
Temple
*chapqrs
private
fiseparaber
roli
a
in
lenslie damage was done to bothi per cent of the labor. forte
honer
bama on a flight
ressina .14 for ei:ladical
a
year. That's sier 8tephansin'tip0
Mrs. Hubert B-ralidoi.. azai
sunk' Lodge
aotearobillsa •Safr. Arad pus. errin rfse
toward Terrell, Texas.
Louisville Board 45 -- 42 exam- spects that the 1963 record could
2 from April after allowJohn Compton
were wearing seat-belts at ttie time ance for the usual seasonal trench_
mental
for
ined. 9 passed 24 failed
be worse than in the past two years,
Survivors are two sons. Conn
The refreshment committee is
•1
An intensive search was carried
-- reasons, p for medical
Compares Unfavorably
New government figures released
out for Wilson who was believed to Barnett and 011ie Barnett. Murray composed of Mrs. H. T. Danner.
examLomsville Board 42 — 73
Kentucky does not compare fa•
Thursday showed 4.066 WO Amer-have crashed soinewtiere in the route one: eight grandchildren and Chairman, Mrs. Elmer Sholar and ined, 50 passed, 3 flunked the menvorably with other states in the
cans looked for jobs and could not
Mrs. Ruth Washburn. Refreshments
Gadsden - Birmingham. Alabama two great-grandchildren
tal. 18 the medical. and 2 failed for number of those rejected for menfind them in May This figure held
will be served daily.
area Civil Air Patrol units, private
other reasons.
tal reasons In 1960- the last year
Funeral services will be held at
steady although it normally drops
The Bible School program will
plane owners and Air Force pilots
Covington Board 50 — 51 exam- for which comparative figures werl
at this time of
Church
more
Hill
or
Methodist
000
200
Temple
by
the
include worship. Bible study, misall cooperated in what was one of
Two countians will receive Bache- only nine states had
on Saturday at 2:00 p m with Rev. sion study and creative hand work. ined. 12 failed mental. 9 medical 1 available
year Eniployment rose by 850.000 to
St intensive searches ever
lor of Science degrees in Pharmacy
tfie InO,
flunked for -other reasons
more mental test flunkers than
Burial
60.061.000
of
officiating
Shanklin
record
Lavne
May
a
Children ages three through twelve
carried out in the four state area.
from the University of lenneasee
Newport Board 133 - 127 exam- Kentucky.
w,11 be in Temple Hill Cemetery,
But the spurt in teen-age jobare invited to attend
WiLson's plane and body were
Medical Units in Memphis on SunThe AFQT includes sections on
ined. 13 oaase(1, 3 flunked mental,
of 300.000 to
Increase
an
lessness---- -found by Alton Kline, farnur ot
day June J. They are Mum Betty
The Max Churchill Funeral Rona
words simple arithmetic and read11 the medical
million last month was regard- •
12
The annual Vacation Bible School near Steele. Alabama. while he was has charge of arrangements whet'
Hart. dam/bier of Mr anci Mrs J
42 exam- ing It alser tests the ability of a
Lexington Board 121
ed by Wirtz as the entice-1 %seal(
prograni of the First Baptist Church trying to find the hive of some wild filends may call after 730 o'clock
Dan Hart of Murray route live
ined. 21 passed. 9 failed mental. 6 man to recognize various tools
economy One of every
the
In
spot
will be held next week. June 10-14, bees. While tracking the bees, he
and Jerry Rose. tan of Mr and
Although the text is geared to
physical
four Jobless Americans is A teenfrom 8 30-11 30 each morning A stumbled upon the wrecked pla.ne.
Mrs Allen Rose of 510 South Sixth
66 exam- the eighth grade level, it can be
Manchester Board 17
ager.
Wilson left Gadsden in heavy,
street
full program of worship. Bible study,
ined, 21 passed. 43 failed mental, passed by those who have not finManpower expert Harold Goldcreative activities and missions are overcast skies with visibility very,
Miss Hart attended Murray t-tate
ished eight grades of school If
Vacation Bible School will be held 2 medical
explainea that the size of the
stein
only a part of the schedule of act- bad. He was not heard from any
College before entering the UniCorner Baptist
Murray Board IS — U exam- they have learned to read and write.
at the Cherry
labor force was swollen beteen
ivities designed to make it one of more after leasing Gadsden. Posiversity of Tennessee While at UT
Church Monday through Friday of ined 17 peened. 4 failed mental, multiply and divide, chances are
cause the -war babies" born durtfertiart rewarding experiences pos- tive identification was made of Wilshe was a member of Lambda Kapnext week.
they can pass it And mat as it
3 phyvical.
or immediately after WorIcrWar
ing
son through various licenses and
Sam Coryell, Murray State Colsible for those who attend
pa Surma proles:urinal sorority and
Imo Board 80 -- 29 examined.
has been passed by those below
now were grown up and seeking
II
Time of the school will be from passed, 15 failed mental. 6 medi- the eighth grade level, it has been
In addition to the program tot papers found on his person. 'Inc lege junior from Paducah has won
was also a member of the American
work
Association— and
Pharmaceutical
the boys and girls through 16 years number of the plane identified it the Leslie R. Putnam scholarship at 8:20 to 11:30 a.m. Classes will be cal,
failed by a number of high school
This increase occurs at a time
held for children from the age of 3
age, a new feature this year will also The plane was badly wrecked the college.
Rho Chi Society
rradtiates.
when new technology in industry of
*
*
The scholarship, which is award- through age 16. Anyone is invited to
*
Jerry Rose also attended Murray
a class for women to be taught with both gas tanks empty and
In 1962. '74 high school graduates
is reducing the number of open- be
a State a here he was a member of ings for youths who do not p(a- , by Miss Onme Skinner The subject ruptured There was no lire, and ed annually, is for MUSIC students attend.
flunked the test in Kentucky MeanA picnic lunch .will be served to
part (if the plane is salvageable, au- majoring in voice at Murray.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity Jerry is sess special skills, he said.
will be Baptist doctrines
while, there were 109 with only a
workers at the
Professor Ereritus Leslie R Put-. the children an
Transportation will be provided thorities said.
a member of Kappa Psi'professional
seventh-grade education who passed
H. Churchill Funeral mon, who taught voice at Murray close of school on Friday.
The J
fraternity and a member of the
by the church bus for those who
and 38 with leas than a seventh
Commencement exercises will be
American Pharmaceutical Associaneed it Information on the time Home was in charge of the arrange- State for some 25 years, establishgrade education.
it
- Is
FRANKFORT. Ky
held Sunda). June 16th at 8.00 p.m.
ed the scholarsIn last 'ear
tion
and route of the bus may be had ments.
"I ran go through a list of the
possible to purposely flunk the arm- various local draft boards." StePlans of either of the two gradby calling the church oftice
mental
ed forces test for measuring
The public is cordially invited to
uates have not been disclosed as
phenson said. "and I can tell you
pros es"
yet.
'attend these services.
almost without fail how good or
The Calloway County weight conI,t Col Everette S Stephenson, how had the educational program
I
the head of the state Selective Ser- Is in the area In areas where there
trol Chass will have a potluck supFREE PUPPY
vice Bureau . says it's passible but Is a good program, there are few
per at the County Health center on
"not very probable.who flunk the mental test 'Mrs James C. Williams at 207 Monday night. June 10th
'4
"There are too many checks preEach member of the class is askEducation the Answer
auth 13th Street has a snort-hair,
The supper alai
sent that will trip up anyone who
black puppy that would Make a ed to bring a dish
What can be done about- the high
downed the Nat-% 9-4
Cubs
The
and is for all
tries to flunk." he said
rejection rate?
nice pet. The young puppy is tree be held at 7 o'clock
and the Yanks shut out the Cards
the day and markt
He told a story about one youth
-The answer is of course better
for the asking to anyone who will members of both
8-0 in Little League play last night.
a zero
scored
control.
who
weight
Ashland
on
clamps
from
home.
gtxxl
it
education.- Stephenson said.
give the dog
Querterrnotas and D Woods went
on the test When officials began
—
"And I think the state is vitalthe distance for the Cubs and Smith
to investwate, they found the young ly concerned in taking steps to imand McClain worked for the Nats.
man had purposely chosen the prove education." he added.
Pasco, D Woods and Taylor hit
answer arid that lay next to the
He said his office has begun takhome runs for the Cubs Smith
correct answer on every multiple ing steps to discourage dropouts and
homored for the Nats.
guess question.
has the full cooperatial of the DeIn the second game the Yanks..
When he was questioned he ad- partrnent of Public Instruction
picked up six hits and took admitted he knew all the answers.
Representatives of local boards,
Giovanni Cardinal
Gregory Cardinal
vantage of nine card errors to score
Giovanni Cardinal
He was then given his proper score he said. visit high schools annually
Montini, 65,
Agagianlan, 67,
Vrbani, 63,
an 8-0 shutout victory. A Grogan
-100
to explain the obligations under
Archbishop Milan.
Missions Director.
and J. Taylor handled the chores
Fatris rein- of t"enlee.
Me a as inrt»e'ed a few weeks the Selective Service Act. They
for the Cards with Matthews and
later
normally talk to only seniors, but
Brandon going the route for the .
the emphasis they lay on staying
Yanks.
In school fitters down to the lower
grades
NOTICE
"If a boy 'completes high school,*
-Stephenson said, "his chances are
The name 1n" the classified ad of
The third piano recital for stu- SO IlltaCh better than if he does not.
Wednesdar?paper signed Bill is not
dents of Miss Lillian Winters will I realize that being accepted for
the Bill Hale at Kavanaugh IGA.
be presented tonight at 7:30 at Mur- the draft isn't the best reason for
getting an education in the minds
ray High School.
The public is invited to attend the of mane of our youngsters, but the
recital that will present the follow- education that gets him into the
Army will also support him all his
ing students:
Dew Anna Brtunley, Gary Taylor. life This is a tough way to beat the
Linda Billington. Sharon McClure, draft"
Stephenson added that the tragNannette Solomon, Ann Story, Jan
Jones, Trudy Lilly. Peggy Robert- ic thing is the number of young
Kentuckians who would like a milison, Linda Sue Cogdell
Ernesto Cardinal
Giaenmo Cardinal
Valet*, Cardinal
Kay Hale. Vicki Crawford. Jane tary career are unable to pass the
75,
Ruffin!,
Lerraro,
Prefect,
N'alerl,
Western Kentucky — P an tly
Bryan, Joyce Yarborough, Dan Mc- mental test.
Archbishop Palermo,
Archbishop Bologna.
Sacred Congregation.
cloudy, warm and humid today throHe said he thatight physical fitLOOK FOR THIS MAN—If you see that tall man on the right,
Daniel. Jeane Steytler, Jane Young.
Widely scattered
get in touch with police. lie Is shown being photographed
ugh Saturday
Patty Pasco, Ann Kay Sanders, Ed- ness programs might decrease the
SUCCESSORS — These six cardinals are believed the wading candidates to succeed
POSSIBLE
A hidden camera While robbing a branch of the Michigan
thundershouers, mostly afternoon
die Orogan. Sheen Bucy, and Mar- number of physical rejects, but addTope John XXIII. All but one, Agagianian, ire Italians. He is an Armenian. Cardinal
and evening Today's high 90 to 95,
Lank in Detroit of nearly $3,000. He Is described as about
ed that this "isn't our big problem."
garet Rose Bryan.
is believed to be the preference of rope John. Kontini is known as a "liberal."
35 years old and nearly six feet tall.
low tonlglat 67 to 72s
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Unemployed Teener*
May Be Explosive
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Away On Thursday
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Two Will Receive
Pharmacy Degrees

190

Murray Board Above
Average For State

Cherry Corner To
Hold Bible School

Putnam Scholarship
Won By Coryell
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Hard To Flunk
Test On Purpose

Weight Control
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GOOD REPRESENTATION
Calloway County and Murray stand in a good position
in the coming months to receive top representation.
This is not to mean that we have not already had good
representation but it does mean that it will become better,
If Democrats win in November as we believe they will.
The State Senator from District 31, of which Calloway
Caunty is apart, lives in Murray. The State Representative
from District 5, of which Calloway County is a part, lives in

LE

flER

&

TISIES

—

m 'RRAY. sENTIICIL:

NORTH FORK NEWS
By Mrs. Rudolph Key
Bro. Shelton from Murray filled
the pulpit at North Fork Sunday in
the absence of our pastor who Is us
a revival in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McNutt and
baby from Memphis visited Mrs.
%laden Sunday. Richard N'aden returned home V. ith them to work
in Memphis this suinmer.
Mrs. Ruth Hayes is staying with
Mn, %laden while Bro. Vaden is
away.
Mr. tied Mrs Hellus Orr and boys
were canner guests of Ralph Kenneoy's Sunday.
Susan Sykes is spending a few
lays with her
Key..
grandparents Mr and
Mrs. R. D.
Regina Orr stated Geralda Holley
Sunday.

Mantle Shrugs
Off Latest Of
His Injuries

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK — Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller on President
Kennedy's frequent use of a rocking chair:
"Man can log quite a few miles tilting back and forth
in a rocking chair—yet achieve no forward speed whatever."

A

BALTIMORE 1:1.1 — Mickey ManWASHINGTON — Rep. Charles A. Varaik, D-Ohio, on the
tle accepted Ms latest injury with a
rise in sugar prices:
shrug of his broad shoulders today
"We should buy sugar at the cheapest price even If it
while his New York Yankee teammeans buying it abroad."
b y (oiled Press International
mates resigned themselves to piayAM ER 11..t.N LEAGUE
ing without their biggest star tor
w
P.A.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Eleven-year old Joey Renzi, blind
at least a month.
Baltimore
32 21 .604
since birth, on meeting President Kennedy:
The $100,000-a-year slugger slit27 19 587
V_
New York
_
feted a broken bone in Ms lett toot
"I'm not going to be conceited. I'll just tell my friends
sy 32 ,585
Chicago
Wednesday night when Ills spites
that I met the President."
4
26 23 .531
Kansas City
4, ;aught in the center field hence at
26 24 .520
Minnesota
MOST WANTED'—The FBI
adds Leroy Ambrosia Frazier
23 24 .480 6 . Memorial Stadium while ne was
Boston
NEW YORK — Integration leader Rev. Martin Luther
(above) to its list of -Ten
7 ' allemniAng to Bag down a home
Los Angeles ___. 26 29 573
King on federal action following the 1954 Supreme Court
Most 'Wanted" fugitives.
20 26 .435 8, _ run drive by Brooks Robinson ot
Cleveland
__
decision on school integration:
Frazier is an escapee from
9 1 the Baltimore Orioles.
35
29
7 14
28
5 .4
_ 21
19 3
Detroit
"By a failure of such presidential action a vacuum was
Mr. and Mrs Douglas Vandyke Washington
the maximum security ward
carri
trom the held
Male
li was carried
visited Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
of St. Elizabeths Hospital.
created, and this gave the opponents of integration time to
on a stretcher and removed to UnThursday's Results
Sunday. LOtira Dent' and Terry Baltainore 4 New York 2, night
Washington, • mental InstiI ion Memorial Hospital, where xmarshal their farces."
Lynn returned home after spend- Vt",ishington 2 Boston 1. night
tution. He has an arrest re' rays disclosed a fracture of the
cord dating back to 193a. a
third metatarsal bone ot Mickey's
" IOnly games scheduledi
tug Part of last seek sith Mr.
history of violent assaults
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke.
t,
left
Today's Games
and has vowed not to be
Mr and Mrs John Weiner visit- iMinnesota at Los Angeles. night
Yankees are nopet,
tfroug
- Although
taken alive.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschal:1 Chicsgo at Kansas City. night
ful that Mantle will be able to reMonday night.
i join them in a month, the reNew York at Detroit. night
Mr and Mrs. Lois Lamb visited, Cleve/lend at Washington, night
cuperative period could be longer
NOTICE OF CREDITORS
Mr and Mrs. Billy Nance Wednes-! Boston at Baltimore, night
inasmuch as the blond-haired cenHis
healer.
slow
is
a
'ter fielder
ADMINISTRATION HAS BEEN
foot will remain in a cast tor be- GRANTED BY THE COUNTY
Men
weeks,
tween two and three
COURT UPON THE FOLLOWING
he may need at least two more weeks ESTATES TO WIT to regain naibility.
William G. Wright, Deed,
The Yankees had lost three strai- Mrs Bernice Wright, Executrix, Rt,
1, West Paducah, Kentucky
Luther V McClain, Deed,
Alcema McClain, Hazel, Kentucky,
Holiday factory air, double
Executrix,
power, 6 way power seat, 15,000 miles, one owner,
Mrs Vera Cotharn, Deed.
like new.
Carl Kingine, Murray, Kentucky,
Ardnunistrator
_
Clara Etta Story. Dec'd,
Impala 4-dr., double power, 12,000
Mitchell Story, Murray, Kentucky,
Route 2, Administrator
actual nines, slick.
22 32 .407
9
ton
Lila Lee Valentine. Dec'd,
New York
._
'20 34 .370 11
Thursday's Results
Ottis Valentine. Murray. Kentucky,
, straight drive, low milage,
Administrator
St Louis 5 Philadelphia 4. night
sharp as a brier.
Cincinnati 7 Pittsburgh 5. 1st. tai
All persons having claims against
Cincinnati 10 Pitts. 5. 2nd, night
said estates are notified to present
iOnly games scheduled
them to the administrators or exdoable power, local car, she's a little
Today's Game'
•.cutors verified according to lea,
dream car.
St. LOUIS at New York, night
:atme to be presented to said adminKenney Jenkins has chicken pox. Cincinnati at Philadelphia. night
istrators and executors in due course
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. night
Was taken at church Sunday.
of law,
Mr and Mrs Gas ion Morris, Mr. San Francisco at Houston. night
air-conditioned, double power, slick as a
and Mrs Harold Holley and son Los Angeles at Chicago
D W. Shoemaker, Clerk
hounds tooth. '
Saturday's Games
from Paris, Mrs Love Edwards
By Dewey Ragsdale,
agsdale, D.C.
from Memphis and Mrs Lillian St Louis at New York
May 1963
ltp
Poymer from Detroit visited :W. ant, Cincinnati at Philadelphia
4-dr sedan, clean as a pin and ready to go.
, Milwaukee at Pittsburgh
Mrs Taylor Holley Sunday..
Los Angeles at ,Chicago
Mrs. Love Edwards and Mrs.
nan Poy-ner spent Priday.,,rught with San Francisco at Houston, t .ght
Wagon, 4-dr automatic, a vacation-time
Mr and Mrs Herbert Orr.
special.
Mr and Mrs. L W Paschall. Mr
arid Mrs. Johnnie Jones. Mr. Willie and Jimmie Jones. Mrs Ina
NOW SATURDAY
ENDS
Mae Motfit and daughter Ann. Mr. I
4-door, 6-cyl , automatic. clean as a pin.
and Susar.
*
and Mrs R. D- 'Key
Adm. — 62c & 25t
Sykes visited in the home of
Adolphus Paschall Sunday -after2-dr. [IT., 4-barrel carburetor, a young

Murray.
The State Superintendent of Public-Instruction, lives in
Murray.
The Congressman from the First Congressional District
lives in Murray.
The Governor of the state comes from Hopkinsvllle and
the Lt. Governor, with roots in Calloway County, comes from
Clinton.
— -We, along with—MOst-Calloway countians, want no more
of state and Federal resources than we are due, but we
certainly do want to obtain all that is considered our share.
With the formidable representation listed above, there
is no reason why Murray and Calloway County 'should not
make great progress in the months ahead which could well
outstrip any progress made in any other similar space of
time.
--This might be a good time to point out also the importance of the individual vote in an election. Votes cast here
in Calloway County accounted for at least three of the six
offices listed and the votes cast. here helped to swell the
election majorities of the other three.
In addition to these elective offices by the voters. Murrayans have captured other positions which exercise spheres
of influence which will help to being prominence to the city
and county.
The most recent of-the is Joe Pat James who has just
won the position of Governor of Lion District 43 K, which
covers a wide area of Kentucky,
• Otecoursa thialist could goon. and bn to include Calloway
countians in most major cities in the United States including
Washington, D.C.
The point we emphasize is that countians who move out
to various parts of the state and nation to rise in government, the military, science, arid business, reTlect honor on
the city and county from which they come, and add to the
lustre it has already acquired.

CHECK

HERE!

CAR Buys!

62 OLDSMOBILE 98
52 CHEVROLET

bl CHEVROLET,

50 PONTIAC

60 BIAGI(

CAPITOL
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Mr and Mrs Vergil Paschall vi'.ited the Hugh Pa.schall Wednesday
Mr and Mrs John Wean" visited
the High Paschal's Sunday after-

noon

Mr and Mrs Clark Morris from
, Battle Creek. Michigan stated Mrs.
, Ella Morris Monday.
GOOD- INTENTIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH
Bobbie and Suzanne Nance violThe May 18 issut of the Saturday Evening Post 'features ed Susan Sykes Monday and Tilesa long article by Dwight D Eisenhower which is of the day at the home of R. D Key
Mr and Mrs Oaylon Td,rris and
utmost importance Its title Ls 'Spending Into Trouble."
Mrs Oman Paschall visited Mrs.
The former President writes: "...my sense of duty as 141a Morris Sunday afternoon
Mr and Mrs Nathaniel Orr. Mr.,
a citizen demands that I speak out bluntly regarding what
and Mrs Dorris Kuykendall. Mr
I believe to be a clear danger which could threaten our free and Mrs Junior Kuykenciall and
way of life and our security as a nation. That threat is the bras. Mr and Mrs. Run Spann,
determined effort of our current political leaders' to commit Mr and Mrs_ Rally Wilson and son
visited Mr and Mrs One Kuvitendthe United States to a risky, highly experimental fiscal all Sunday afternoon.
adventure, based on a questionable— theory which I call
Mr and Mrs R. D Rev spent
'spending for spending's sake'. That policy, which fails to Tuesdav night with Mrs Ella Morris
and Zipora
heed the plain lessons of history, now has been unveiled in
Mr and Mrs oeorisc Jenkins
what I consider a vast, reckless scope, Ailing for a larger- spent Monday aith Mr and Mrs
than-wartime budget, a deep tax cut and a deliberate plunge Milford Orr
Mrs Warren Sykes spent Tuesday
•
into a massive deficit."
with Mrs R D. Key.
dr
General Eisenhower is not opposed to a tax cut—indeed
kla
Mrs Audi. Grooms v i•.ted Mrs
he believes that a substantial one Ls essential, along with
Oman Paschall Tuesday pm
PRESIDENTS—SarTePoill Radtax reforms to eliminate inequities, if the economy is to be
Mr and Mrs L015 Kemp and Mr
hakrshnan, president of Invisited
in
Kemp
Douglas
Invigorated. But he believes, too, that this must be ac- and Mrs
dia, and President Kennedy
Saturdav
Vaden,
Bro.
of
the home
make a few remarks on
companied by heavy reductions in .spending --and he finds
night.
north portico of the White
Item after item in the federal budget where this could be
House during the statesman's
Carlie Johnson vi.1,,d Mr,
accomplished.
stay In Washington.
El:a Morns Tuesday.
Equally important he is concerned with something be--

yond the dollars-and -cents problem. This is that masahre
spending. and the resultant deficits, can only lead to concentration of more and more power in the government. Then
.more and more of the decisions Mill be made by bureaucrats.
ill thirsty'for increased power, rather than by the workers,
businessmen, farmer., and other piaxlucers.
lie quote, the late Justice Brandeis as saying: "The
'sreatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment
by men of zeal, tvell-meaning but without understanding."
In sum, good intentions are ,not enough They can be a road
to disa.ster.

. TO A 1000
AND ONE
WOMEN!

57

DODGE Royal, double power, 4-dr. sedan, slick
as a mole.

56,OLDS
(2)55 PONTIUS
FISHING CARS

4-dr. sedan, good tires, ready to go.

cheap for the condition of car.

-- WORLD
1.4

oughout the 5 years of the

COLORSCOPE
-s *
*

-

MAKE-UP...OR MaSOUIERADET
Ex con h.ces bek.nd
carnival ce•osePowit,

▪

-

THE RAVEN
BOOK SHOP
202 South 4th

at
MERCURY automatic transmission, good tires,
priced to sell.
4-dc V-8, stick shift, thoroughly re-conditioned, must see to appreciate.

AND Pit

For your patronage thro-

boat.

57 FORD

SAMSON
7M1RACLES

THANK YOU ALL

dream

57

maistem lietftommot

Read the Ledger's
Classifieds

Tit

Cl

ad---P

itaWNIMTET

55 FORD

55 OLDS

54 FORD

47 DESOTO

A NICE SELECTION OF NEW CARS,
WITH AIR AND WITHOUT

See A. C. Sandarta, Wells Purdom, Jr., or Bennie Jackson

SANDERS-PURDOM
MOTOR SALES
1106 Main Street

FEDDERS
AIR -CONDITIONERS

LEDGER & TIMES FLLE
The .,,nnmer term of the Mnr-fay Training School opens
Monday morning with registration of both .elementary and
high school pupils..
Charles W. Jenkins, West 01:ve, has been notified that
tie has been awarded a scholarship to tne Seminar in Inters
- roup Relations at the University of Keetucky.
Cpl Jerry Dwain Adams received inn:ries while in paratrooper training at Fort Bragg on TInirsday according to
word received by his grandpartrit,. Mr and Mrs R A.
Starks
John BoRna, popular half-back for M .rray Statf College,
hi* by a pitched
was injured Wednesday night when h"
pall in the Union City and Paducah ba,eball game.

TEMPTATION

The National Woman's Bowling
Tournament was held this year in
Memphis. Tennessee ending on May
20th A Murray team, Bilbrey's G.
E. competed in the meeting along
with 3.357 other teams
Prizes were awarded for 870
places and Bilbrey's placed 216th In
the field of entries and received a
850 pnze
Team members making the trip to
latemphi, were Martha Knox, Shirley Wade. Gladys Etherton, Dell
Snow and Mildred Hodge.

Book Shop

59 FORD
59 FORD

58 FORD
57 OLDS

Bilbrey Team Places'.
Well In Large Field

Ten Years Ago Today
4
.

FRIDAY — JUNE 7, 1963

QUALITY RATE NO. 1 FOR PAST 10 YEARS
NUMBER 1 SirttER,PAST 10 YEARS

living graduate of the
OLDEST WEST POINTER—The oldest
Clay
United States Military Academy, Ma). Gen. Henry
Hodges, 103, Is introduced to Cadet Capt. Colin Kelly III
the
(left), a June 5 graduate, at West Point, N.Y. Making
Introduction la Cadet William Eckert of Carlisle, Pa. Bodges
liv cc in il,tainfuni,
.,
_

SPECIAL PRICES at...
Murray Home & Auto Store
305 Main

EASY TERMS

753-2571

•

a

RINE 7, 1963

eWS

cators, frequently faddists as to
this or that method of renatalitation—say, vocational training as
providing the total answer, or rigid
discipline. confinement, and the
rod as infallible for the non-learner (without regard to his capacity
to learn).
Thea there were a number wno
were knowledgeable protessionals,
with experience and educataon to
develop many-sided programs, avoiding narrow emphasis.
By Richard J. Cleueciien, Commis•ioner
This is not to say that the -poor
or "good" administrator appears in
Kentucky Department of Child ?Ware
any one of these categories more
than in another. For the most part,
In State Goverument inside de, some of the 20 superintendents all of them brought to the job good
hangets in Kentucky s approacn I who ha‘e headed the Lexington will and good intentions. Frequentmodern methods ox treatment juvenile delinquent treatment cen- ly their interest in children was
the juvenile delinquent are re- ter since 1896 were political ap- deep and sincere, and by its very
to changes, over the last 10 pointees. In other years the insti- quality was effective to a point.
rs, toward trained and staoie tution. like others, wa-s a nappy
But just a.s frequently the nonIfs and toward continuity ot hunting ground ol patronage. Ire- professionals nad only laymen s
quently including the whole stall. knowledge and layrnen's answers
rams.
problem. When
As reported in last week a artaSome laiperintendents were eau; to a very complex

entucky Builds Her Defenses
gainst Juvenile Delinnuenev

r on President

ack and forth
eed whatever." I

D-Ohio, on the

rice even if it

!y Renzi, blind

tell my friends
0

Martin Luther
Supreme Court

a vacuum was
;ration time to

WS!
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air, doubli
one owner,

power, 12,000

low

milage,
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at
us-foot hug fence encircles two big exhibit buildings
'JAIL' FOR DEMONSTRATORS—A
ready to accommodate arrested racial demthe Mississippi State Fairgrounds In Jackson.
2.500 comfortably.
onstrators. Police say the quarters CILD house

Notingsters were returned to the
institution for misbehavior, it was
in this sort of administrator's eyes
the youngsters fault, the tauit ot
their communities, the fault cd too
Uttle money, too few buildings, too
scant facilities---but never of the
institution's program or his
uniformed approach.
'All this is prelude to the application of principles rooted in the
constantly-enriched soil of professional iuiowledge and behavioral
science. There is increasing awareness that training and treatment of
the juvenile delinquent, repairing
his attitudes, building in him a
new sense of values, is a task for
the professional — or rather, professionals
It calls for cooperation of trained
workers in all areas into which the
complex problems of the complex
human being falls — the social
caseworker. the psychologist, the
teacher of special children, the
houseparent aho must be not only
a person of good will and sympathetic bent, but also of informed
perceptions.
It calls for knowing that the program with the best hope of succeeding is one which considers the whole
child — the child as he is in relation to forces within himself,
working outward, and outside himself, working in upon his personality, his habits, and his condition.
The new programs are built on
experience which warns against
overemphasis on any single approach. You can't hold a child's
nose to his text books through the
eight months or so of his stay and
then send him out with an expectation that his learning habits
have been established for good and
that he will keep on at them.
You can't drill vocational training into him without a thought
Its being the proper training
this particular child" or whether
there are encouragement and opportunity to apply the skills back
in his home community, granted
that any skills have been really
earned.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Grooming Gardening Tools

presents

I

vacation-time

an

,or,

as a

a

young

good tires,

;hly re-condt-

SI

n

Decoratorteordinated color lining
extra-heavy silverplate

So beautiful, so practical for

Good gardening starts with good tools—buying tools made of
high-quality American steels pays off in longer life. Reasonable
care helps, too. After each use, the dirtihould be wiped off. Cutting
tools with keen quality edges should be dried. Store tools in a convenient place. If you don't have a separate tool shed, a corner of the
Tarage will do.

salted
nuts

olives
risking rebellion against the symbols of authority once the child
moves, as he will, out of reach of
the .discvline.

with a
low cost
WANT AD

Kentucky State

lb

1
(
- 6Cf
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"In just another 20 minutes the
case would have been aboard the

NOW YOU KNOW
floral
arrangements

-By United Press International
The 13ornean earless monitor,
lanthonotus boreensis. is one of the
rarest litards in the world. The first
one seen alive outside its native
Borneo is in the New York Zoological Park, according to Animal Kingdom, bulletin of the New York Zoo-

cigarettes

Muted red, green, blue and gold in
a complete selection from $4 50 9inch Revere Bowl, $1650 Fed tit
included.

logical Society.

sedan, slick

Cheese Wallace

A 'FIRST'—Hamilton Holmes,
21, who with Charlayne
Hunter became the first Negroes to attend the University of Georgia, smiles after
graduation in Athens. Next,
Emory University medical
school In Atlanta, another
-first." Charlayne goes to a
magazine editorial Job.

Silver Gifts at

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU

camping

One word characterizes the atmos- numerous tent and trailer
parka these sites, swimming, recreation and picnic
phere at
facilities have been added.
days - hospitality.
Now, with the best state park faciliIn a concentrated effort to lure more
tourist dollars into the state and make ties in the United States, Kentucky
the booming travel business Ken- parks officials are redoubling efforts
tucky's number two industry after ag- to provide efficient service in the atriculture, the State in the past three =sphere of hospitality at all Kenyears has made an $18 million expan- Tucky Stale parks.
Pictured here is part of the special
sion and renovation of its State parks
training received by new waitresses
and shrines.
Seven strikingly handsome park before they begin work in State park
lodges and lodge additionh have been dining rooms. These scenes are at
opened and three more are under con- "The Village Inn," the recently-completed lodge at Kentucky Dam Village
struction or in planning. Seven new
State parks have been established and State Park, Gilbertsville.

pin.

WALLACE

The flight was automatically delayed.

Hospitality Is A Byword
At Kentucky State Parks

ready to go

NEW

There were no reported injuries.
Smoke billowed from the baggage
loading bay on the ground floor 09
the terminal building. Police cordoned off the baggage area and firemen swamped burning luggage with
water.
The case was about to toe' put
aboard
a Portuguese Caraveite
bound for Liston with 77 passengers. The explosion came 30 minutes before flight time.
Airport worker Jack O'Leary said
he was standing just a few yards
away when "there was a sheet of
flame It seemed almost like a lull
minute before the smoke ctritted
out."
A Ministry of Aviation spokesman said "seven or eight otner
pieces of luggage have been damaged."
Police and fire experts took the
exploded suitcase for examination.

she's a little

r, slick a.s .;

plane." an airP°.
"God knows what v. .
pened if it had expi,

LONDON un, -- A suitcase about
to be put aboard a Portuguese jet
airliner exploded at London Airport

own

You can't put all your eggs in the
basket of rigid discipline without

Bomb Explodes Just
Before Plane Takeoff

TRADE WITH ... .

alymbol al

PARKER MOTORS
PLaza 3-5273

Murray, Ky.

LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL

PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR USED CAB.

MURRAY Driveln Theatre
.saM;"

7:30

6:30 • Start

Open

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

,ci go.
iditIon of car.

BIG
THAT FIRST CUP OF COFFEE -Mrs. Lois Owens, hostess of the new Kentucky
Dam Village State Park dining room, watches Dean Devine practice pouring hot
beverages.

IS

,4

SPOTLESS PLACE SETTING must be arrangia.for
the convenience of thiluNiiner
- forks, napkin and butter
dish go on the left: knife.
spoon and water glass to the
right.

ennie Jackson

1

1

10TO
ARM,

TRIPLE FEATURE

„.

YOU NW!R
,SEE ANOTHER -;
r_isl IN YOUR LIFE
you MUST_ SEE
I g-

1
-39
(NS)

th
m i
sos(isLuf,"'""/
"
;7,7

9
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TOPPING THE SALAD Is one of the waitress' duties in the kitchen. Basic salads are
prepared ahead of time and stored in a
crisper; the waitress applies the proper
dressing when the meal is ordered.

ES

CARRY ON CONSTABLE
CARRY ON SERGEANT

STARTS SUNDAY

TOIN
CURTIS !WHITE
•

•

L-±

5-.
•.

NOW—ADD A MOTION PewIliRE eJ HE iit,iirJERS (1;-•
HOW TO BALANCE A TRAY is somethini,
a good waitress must learn early. Often,
larger meal trayi containing as many as Six
servings with side dishes most be balanced.
right
Best way, the Instructor says, is sy
hand at shoulder level.

the

GRADUATION DAY-- After hours of practice and inatruction the new waitress tackles
her first customers under the watchful eye of
tha hostess. Each valtress is responsible for

a "station" of five to seven tables in the dining room. The hostess seats guests so that
each waitress has an- equal number of customers.

"GONNA HAVE A HOOTENANNY!"

0111

.F-
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MURRAY. KENTETCRF
hastens and heightens the client.
This is one of those odd bits cil information a irychiatrist could go
through hie without learning.
MRS. SHERElt FROM PHOENIX

Dear Abby . .

IT WU ILWAYS BE, LADY!
Abigail Van Buren
Plans Completed
For McClure-Henry
Wedding On Sunday

Social Calendar

DEAR ABBY: Again it has nappen- the married man actually gets rid
to me I went into a restaurant of his wife and marries the singie
ed
Hayden
Mrs.
of
home
meet
at
the
Friday. June 7 ,
saw they had children's size girl But, believe me, this is rare.
and
p.m.
Plans have been completed far
Rickman
at
7
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
•••
meals listed on the menu I order- I Sari a man and have been around a
the wedding of Miss Sandra Mc- College Presbytena.n Church will
would like to give you three
Clure. daughter of Mr and Mrs. meet with Mrs. A W Simmons, Jr..
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Or- ed one and they refused to let rra lot, and
foolproof excuses used by married
Grayson McClure. to ,Jerry Henry, at Sa 30 a. tn.
der of the ERSIPTT1 Star will hold have it because I am not a child
the girl friend puts the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Etunce Henry.
its regular meeting at the Masonic I am 46 years old, very petite, anti men when
.•• • •
am seldom hungry enough to sat pressure on them:
Rev L. D Wilson. grandfather of
Hall at 77:30 pm.
(I) I don't have any feeling for
•••
Monday. June 10
an adult-sized restaurant meal.
the bride, will perform the ceremony
Mahan.
at 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon on
Circles of the First Baptist Church What does my age have to do with my wife, but I love my
The South Pleaaant Grove Home- WMS will meet as follows: I with the amount I eat?
When they are grown and gone,
Sunday, June 9. at the First Baptist
makers Club will meet at the home Mrs. Ramie Parker, II with Mrs.
SMALL EATER we'll get mamed.
Church.
of Mrs Sadie Cochran at 1 p.m. for , Mildred Barnett, III with Mrs. T
DEAR SMALL EATER: Nothing.
i2i You are too good for me. 1
l
The bride's attendants will be the lesson on "MeaLs In A Minute a W. Crawford at 10 a.m.; IV with But when dining out it is not only sin going to get out of your hie so
•-•
•
Mrs William Edwards. matron of
the "food" one pays for—but the
Mrs. H. C. Chiles at 2.30 pm.
you can find the kind of a man you
The Bethany Class of the First
honor. Miss Patricia Jo Beale, maid
•• •
service. Children's portions are deserve.
of honor. Miss Melissa Sexton. Baptist Church will not meet this
My wife is sick, and I can't
Wednesday. June 12
offered for less—as a courtesy to
bridesmaid, and Mass Marilyn Wil- month but will meet July 8 at a
The Arts and Crafts Club will the accompanying adults. But leave her in that condition.
son, junior bridesmaid.
place to be announced later.
"USED THEW ALL"
meet with Mrs. Vernon Stublefield, just try to order half a banana
• ••
• •• •
Sr.. at the home of Mrs. Vernon split because you can't eat a whole
Donald Henry will be beetmail for
Temple Hill Chat:2er No. 511 Ord, 107 South 8th one.
St ubb lefieId. Jr,
his brother The groomsmen uall be er of the Faarern Star will have
DEAR A_BBY: Re: the man who
230 pm.
••• s
William Edwards, Dicky George,
Night at the Masonic Street- at
drinks beer out of a baby bottle
planis
wife
My
ABBY:
*
DEAR
and Don McClure. brother
rg
thee, change
Friend-sill")
m. Memoers note
Hall at 7_30
The New Concord Homemakers ning a shower for a divorcee who is and nipple:
bride. Leslie Carraa v and Junmy
from regular meetmg date.
You may be absolutely right in
Dunn
Mrs.
Bess
with
will
meet
Club
• • ••
being married for the second time suggesting he see a psychiatrist, but
Rose will be the ushers.
at 1 p.m.
lira
the
All relatives and friends are inMa* wife gave a shower for
The Dorothy Moore Circle of the
•••
there is another explanation:
time she WI1S married. Her husband
vited to attend the aeciding.
College Presbyterian Church will
Several years ago I gave a birthThe Ladies Day luncheon will be divorced her because she cheated
meet with Mrs A. M. Harvill at
day party for my husband and made
served at noon at the Calloway
on him. And she had two little it a rather elaborate "kid" party.
Hazel at 6.30 p m.
County Country- Club. Hostesses children at the time
•• • •
I told my
Our guests entered by climbing a
will be Mesdames George Hart,
The Calloway Count_a Oeneologic- Helen Bennett. cook Sanders. Cody' wife I wouldna give her any money ladder and "sliding" into the lival Society will meet at the home of Caldwell, Bill Barker, Holmes Ellis, to bay an immoral woman a 'gilt, ing room. There we met them with
so she went ahead and used our
Mrs. John Nance, 1715 Farmer
Bill Solomon. Frank Ryan, and trading stamps. What is your opin- an orange blossom cocktail served
As enue, at 2 pm. Everyone is invited
In a baby bottle and nipple.
Thomas Hogancamp
ion?
Mrs T W, Crawford opened her to attend.
•••
The party went into orbit so last
• ••
home for the executive board meetthat
opinion
Is
MY
DEAR N. Fa
we were astonished. We had to
ing of the Fidelis Class of the First
Circle V of the First Baptist
redoesn't
pinion
your wife
confiscate all the nipples because
Baptist Church held on Friday Church .'MS will meet at the
. opinion.
spect for yor.R
our guests were getting so high on
•
•
morning. May 31.
9th
Street
on
South
Chapel
at
one or two drinks we couldn't get
pm.
DEAR ABBY. You hear so mud, supper going. Later the bartender
An inspinng devotion on "Prayer"
•••
about single girls falling in love vain told me that sucking an alcoholic
was given by Mrs Polly Keys after
which the teacher. Miss Nellie May
•
Istrs Henry McKenzie AILS hot- married men Once in a 'blue moon beverage through a straw—or nipple
a
la

Fidelis Class Has
Lunehe-on Meet At
The Crawford Home

Jessie Ludwick
Circle .11eets With
iMrs. KcKenzie

Officers Installed
At Woman's Society
Meet On Tuesday

Miss Mitzi Ellis
Honored Saturday
igith Tea Skowe r

FRIDAY — .TUNE 17. 1963
gift corsages of white carnations.

The color scheme of yellow and
white was used in the decorations
including the mantel which was
adorned with a.n arrangement of
Honoring Miss Mitzi Lermonde magnolia and the other arrangeEllis„. bride-elect of Lt. Johnny ments at vantage points.
Daniel Parter, was the lovely tea
The tea table was overlaid witti
shower held at the Murray Wonet and cenman's Club House on Saturday, a yellow cloth under
beautiful arrangeJune 1, from three to five o'colck tered with the
ment of white fun' c.hrysanthein the afternoon.
irises, and yelMesdames L. R. Yates, Freed mums, white Dutch
burning
Cotham, Carney Hendon, Nat Ryan low calla lilies flanked by
Hughes, Clyde Reed, Morris Lamb, tapers.
Allen McCoy, Fred Workman, BuMisses Virginia Mahan, Hannah
ford Hurt, and Miss Lottye Sutter Mason. Sarah Hughes, and Mary
were the hostesses.
ARM Wallace, the honoree's bridal
The honoree received the guests attendants, served the guests and
with her mother, Mrs. Milzus C. El- presided at the register. Also as%
lis, and her mother-in-law to be, stating were Misses Jan Jones and
Mrs. Johnny D. Parker.
Mary Jo Oakley.
Miss Ellis chose to wear a trousseau dress of white embroidered
The gifts were displayed for the
with long stemmed roses. Mrs. Ellis guests to view. Each of the hostesses
wore a pink silk linen, suit and and those assisting wore corsages
Mrs. Parker wore a white floral of white carnations. Recordings
print dress. They each had hostesses' furnished lovely background music.

The Woman's Society of Christian Service of the First Methodist
Church met Tuesday morning at
ten o'clock in the Little chapel. •
Mrs. C. C. Lowry opened the
meeting With a poem and asked any
one having old books to bring them
to the church by July 1 to go to a
library at Lambuth College.
The general officers gave their
annual report after which the
meeting was turned over to the
Alice Waters Circle for the program. Mrs. Goldia Curd gave the
devotion.
Rev. W. E. Mischke installed the
general officers for the new year,
the circle chairman, and the var
ious secretaries.
Officers are Mrs. Jack Bailey,
president; Mrs. Richard Tuck. vicepresident; Mrs. C. C. Lowry, second
vice, Mrs. B. C. Allbraten, secretary; Mrs. T C. Doran, conference
treasurer; Mrs. M. P. Christopher.
local treasurer.
Secretaries are Miss Beth Broach.
promotion; Mrs. Robert Wyman,
literature; Miss Mattie Trousdale,
spiritual life: Mrs. N. P. Hutson,
Christian social relations; Mrs.
John Nance, missionary education;
Mrs. Donald Moorehead, student
work; Mrs. John Irvara children's
work: Mrs Karl Hu.ssung, youth
work: Mrs. James Byrn, supply.
Circle chairman are Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, Faith Doran; Mrs. Joe
Nace, Brook.s Cross; Mrs. B. C. Allbriaen, Mary leona Frost; Mrs.
Glenn Doran, Bessie Tucker; Mrs.
G. C. Ashcraft, Alice Waters; Mrs.
C. W. Jones. Wesleyan: Mrs. B H.
Bonds. Ruth Wilson. Chairman for
Circle I and Maine Bell Hays have
not been elected.
Mrs. E. A. Tucker closed the
meeting with prayer.

FRANK'S
"ENTERTAINMENT AS
YOU LIRE IT"
featuring
DODIE DOWDY
Vocalist and Trumpeter
DANCING

with
HIS BUNCH

Tuesday thru Suturday
8 till 12

JOE BANNANA and

No Cover Charge
Ladies Invited

"Music With A Peel"

SPECIAL OFFER!
While They Last

___.__.___une

Wyman. led in prayer.
Mrs Emma Crawford discussed
the subject. 'Rules and Duties of
CIL% Officers", with a part of her
material from De. John T. Sizemores book.
A delicious potluck lunch was
served with- Mrs Emma Crays ford
gnang thanks The closing prayer
was led by Mrs. GOorge Upchurch.
Those present were Miss Wyman.
Mesdames Keys. Emma Crawford,
Upchurch, Neva Waiters. Clew
James . 5 L Horn, Alhe Badges,
Melas Ltnn. Ftoy Hurt, Eula Beaman. J. H. Thin-man, and the hostess

teas for the meeting of the Jessie
Ludwick Circle of the Woman's Association of the College Presbyterian Church held at the Manse
on Tuesday afternoon.
The interesting program was presented by Mrs. Herbert Brooks. She
discussed two projects in Kentucky
which are the Buckhorn Children's
Home and the French Burg Center
Mission in the Cumberland Mountams.
•• •
Mrs. Charlie Crawford gave the
The Paris Road Homemakers Club Bible study from the book. 'A
J.
B.
of
Mrs.
home
will meet at the
People Called Oita, with scriptures
Roach at 10 am.
from Acts. Corinthians, Romans,
• ••
arid I Peter.
the
of
Class
The chairman, Mrs B F ScherfThe Kings Daughters
Scotts Grove Baptist Church will ffits. presided and the opening
prayer was led by Mrs Jack Belote.
The meeting was closed with the
3dizpati benediction.
During the social hour Mrs McKenzie, assisted by Mrs. Belote,
served a party plate to the nine
members present

The Maryleona Frost Circle of
the Warts of the First Methodist
Church wal meet in the tiome OX
Mrs Kathryn Kyle, 118 North 14th.
street at 9.30 a. m.
• •••
The Phetaan Claes of the First
Baptist Church will lasae a covered
basket picnic at Pavilion Six at the
City Park al 6.30 pm. with the husbands as guests.

YOU

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
THE

Gospel Meeting
119.004)
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"Las Mitzi Lermonde Ellis. June
"d bride-elect of lat Johnny Da
Patton, was the honoree at
,ke part) given by Mrs A. D.
'-alace arid Miss Mary Anna Wale at their home on South Sixth
'Pet.
Ihe bride-elect chose to wear for
prenuptial occasion a blue
am mat piped in red and her
stesses' gift corsage was of red
a-nations.
Mrs Maraa C. Ellis, mother of
the honoree. and Mrs Johnny D
Parker, mother-in-law to be of the
honoree wore gift corsages of white
carnations Mrs. Ellis wore a beige
stripped silk dress and Mrs. Parker
chose a multicolored dress.
Refreahrnenta
of
sandwiches. I
cookies, nuts. and Cokes were served buffet style from the table overlaid with an imported cutwork linen cloth and centered with an arrangement of California daisies.
stock, and yellow and white snapdragons.
Miss Ellis was presented with the
slic,r arid creamer in her chosen
pattern of China as a
ding gift
from the hostesses.
Those present
ere Mesdames
Richard Hutson o Naahvale, Tenn.,
Ellis. and Parker, Misses Hannah
Mason and Virginia Mahan of Mayfield. Brenda Smith, Ann Wrather.
Ann Dunn, Sarah Hughes, Tina
8prunger. Andrea Sykora and Maxine Bennett, the honoree, and the
hostesses,
•••

PERSONALS
Bro. Billy Turner. Mrs. Turner,
and children, Brenda anti Steve,
are vacationing in Florida. They
plan to visit with Mrs. Turner's
sister. Mrs. Carl Russell and Mr
Russell who has been in ill health
for some time. They will return
home the -first of mat week. Bro
Turner is the pastor Of the Scotts
Grove Baptist Chureh.
••• •
Mr and Mrs. Randolph W:Aon 01
DetrAt. Mich . have been visiting
his bp.o.her. Greene 0 Walser; ai.a
21.r.;
.5.
Mrs Waaan. Trio are now 5.
at the Paradise Resort and will be
then. until June 14,
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Coke Party Held
•it Wallace Home
For Miss Ellis

... cause my folks
are sending me to
college
a
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Silver Spoon In My Mouth!
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as found in Post. Ladies Home Journal,

DR. J 0 HURD

JOSIAH DARNALL

and American Home

Murray

FREE INSTALLATION JUNE 410 11

NIGHT

Speaker

DROP BY AND CHECK YOUR

LUCKY ADMIRAL NUMBER

EACH
Oklahoma

159"

No. 503ACS

Song Director

at the

DICK & DUNN

Seventh & Poplar

Church of Christ

TV & ELECTRIC SERVICE
So. 12th Street

l'hone 753-3037

TALK ABOUT PRICE!
C-PASSENOER

'63 FALCON from AFORD
&ti
PRICE INCLUDES:
• fresh air heater • turn signals
• oil filter • self-adjusting brakes
• electric windshield wipers
•-federal tax and preparation
'Rated on
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$43,.
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PARKER MOTORS,) inc.
Murray, Kentucky
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carnations.

AGE FIN'S

living room with fireplace and wall
to wall carpeting, 2 large bed rooms,
ceramic Lae bath, kitchen with bar
separating dining space, utility with
one-half bath on first floor, upstairs has 2 bedrooms, bath and lots
of storge space. There is carport watt
storage area at rear, porch in front
and sundeck at the rear of house.
Lot is shady and 266 ft it 388 It
deep. F. H. A. 5'e% 25 year loan.
$4.000.00 down no closing costs.
Claude L. Miller
BEAUTIFUL NEW THREE BED- windows and doors, garage, nai
Real Estate & Insurance
bath,
price.
$7500
full
comroom
home,
large
living
room,
I
PL3-5064 Phones PL 3-3059
bination kitchen and dining room, NICE THREE BELirtOOM brick on
J-8-C
DO AORE DAIRY FARM 2a Miles ceramic tile bath room. Carport - la acre lot on highway 121 at PL3-5064 Phones PL 3-3059
AUCTION SALE SATURDAY, June 'PART TIME OR FULL TIME help east of Kirksey .2 mile off of black
college - this home Cherry Corner. This house is only 2 WOOL RUGS 12 x 13, 12 x 12.
8th, 10 am. rain or shine. Located at with my business, $2 per hour to top. Six room modern stone house, 80x150' lot, near
must ate seen to be appreciated. Call three years old, has large beauti- One 30" Hollywood bed, must sell
206 South 16th Street, known as the qualified man for route work. Age electric heat, grade A dairy barn,
ltc ful lawn, nice shade, good well water, at once, also used books. Phone
753-5111 after 5:00 p.m.
Minnie Smotherman or Bess Thom- 21 - 45. Will train if you have no 400 gal. cooling tank, dairy equipceramic tile bath, carport and utility.
J-8-C
753-6752.
as
as home. Will sell 2 refrigerators experience. Write Mr. Green, 832 ment only one year old. 2 tobacco STORE FIXTURES, OIL STOVE,
$14,500.
and stoves, automatic washing ma- Brand Street, Mayfield, Ky. Phone barns, 3.27 dark tobacco, .24 burley, air condiltoner, cash register, sales
WE HAVE TWO NEW THREE beddune, living room suite, 4 bedroom 247-6038."
FOR RENT
.18a 23 acres bottom, all under cattle register, bookcases, tables, etc. Rav- room bricks in Murray which are
meta, 2 wool rugs, radio, 2 electric
fence. Well and spring water, 24 en Book Shop
now ready to be occupied Both are
T BEDROOM HOUSE, 2
heaters, lamps, end tables, electric 2 COOKS AND 2 WATTRESSES AT milk cows, nine 2-yee.r old helfers. 2
priced to sell under $14,000.
from college. Call PL 3-5659.
clocks, portable record player, dish- the Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaur- concrete bottom silos, 2 tractors and THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer
LARGE 10 room house
WE
HAVE
A
j7c equipment. Priced to sell. A dairy with a den, electrical heat, kitchen,
es, Lawn furniture, picnic table, and ant at Aurora. Dial 474-2259.
at 1107 Main Street. Flhas two and FURNISHED APARTMENT. TWO
carport, storage. Only $12.000. BUSchairs. Antiques are, lamps, 2 bowls
LADY EXPERIENCED IN BOOK- man's dream. PATTON AND ELLIS INESS LOCATION - lot on Main one-half baths, large paneled den blocks from court square Private
and pitchers beta, 3 pitcher and
keeping with good background in REALTOR, office phone 753-1738, Street. THREE BEDROOM BRICK with stone fireplace, gas iurnace entrance and bath. Call PL 3-3347 or
flower containers, cut glass bowls, 2
jlOp
years old, very mod- PL 3-4645.
general ledgers. Permanent position home phone 753-3556.
veneer in Richland Sub - Division heat-only two
large Victorian vases, brass French
ern kitchen, large shady lot, large
with local firm. Write giving age,
with
central
heat
and
air
conditionAPARTMENTS
clock, 2 small English chairs, tote of
UNFURNISHED
2
marital status, qualifications and SIX ROOM BRICK HOME ONE ing. utility, den, kitchen, all paneled garage, private entrance to upstairs.
• other small pieces of antiques not
for rent. 2 bedroom, one upstairs.
year old, 2 blocks from college, 3
Will sell or trade tor sinal›,hou.se
employment history to Box 32-T,
tile
with
antique
birch,
two
ceranuc
mentioned. Also other small items
1601 Olive. Write Box 655, phone
bedrooms,
12x12
each,
living
room
or
vacant
lots.
Murray, Kentucky.
j13c
jlOp
not mentioned. Lamb will be served
14x20, family room 14x12. and kit- baths. WILSON INSURANCE and WE HAVE NICE TWO BEDROOM 436-3951,
on the ground. Terry Shoemaker, BABY sirrut FOUR HOURS each chen paneled in birch. Total price Real Estate, Main Street. phone 753lake
with
lots
modern house near
jibe
Auctioneer.
j7c morning while mother is in school. $13,1000. $450 down, move in, no 3263 or 753-5086.
NOTICE
of out-buildings, good well, only
50c per hour, 5 days week. Mrs. closing costs. PATTON AND ELLIS
1962 MODEL 10x50' RICHARDSQN $4800.
Sandra Fears. Orchard Heights, REALTOR, office phone 753-1738,
SPINET PIANO
Straford house trailer. Call 492-3715 ROBERTS REALTY CO., 506 Main,
Gray Apt. 30. Start June 17.
.110e home phone 753-3556.
j7c after 4:00 p.m.
753-1651, Hoyt Roberts 753-3924 or WE WOUL LIKE TO col 'act lecal
J -8-C reliable person to assume lay-meow
CANNA BULBS. EL RANOHO Nur- FRICIIDAIRE ELECTILIC RANGE, Ray Roberts, 753-5583.
BARLEY, RYE, WHEAT AND Oats.
Must have good credit references.
sery.
.110c deluxe, coppertone, one year old.
Farmers Grain & Seed Company.
Write Dealers Credit, Box 4307
IMM:EDIATE POSSESSION Beauti- Affton 23, Missouri.
tic
THE NEWEST USED SCOOTER Alao 12x15 wool rug. Must be sold
brick located on
LOST: ONE SET OF CAR KEYS you ever saw. 1959 Cushman High- this week Call 753-3951'.
J7P ful 4-bed room
Martins Chapel road. This house YEt3 NELLIE, WE GOT YOUR
between Kuhn's Dime Store anc0 lander Looks and runs like a 63.
ltnc
1968 CHEVR )LET CONVERTIBLE, has paneled den with fireplace, atitt money.
GOOD USED BABY I -LAY PEN Parker's Grocery. Please return to you'll
have to come see it to ap- new tires, good condition. Price
Call 435-4238.
J-7-C Ledger & Times.
ilOp preciate it. Bob's Lawn and Garden
;850. Must sell. Phone 753-1950.
PEANUTS®
Center.
j7c

Buy SELL TRADE RENT HIRE AHELP

yellow and
e decorations
which was
•angement of
her arrungeats.

overlaid with
net and cenaful arrangec.hrysentheases, and yea
el by burning
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Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY

•

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St.

Tel. 753-3161

22 OtiBIC 11T. FREEZER. AC 516 15 FOOT FLBER GLASS BOAT,
South 8th St., 753-2284
.110P 40 horsepower motor. Electric start59 SHULTZ HOUSE TRAILER, 42'x er, new battery and trailer. Call
8' in good condition and priced to 753-3082 or see at 1510 Sycamore.
J-7-P
sell. Call Hardin 437-3510
J101)

ALL METAL HOUSE TRAILER 28
ft., 8 wide, $1980, below wholesale.
Across from HetlEy County Hospital,
.1-8-P
Paris. Dorothy Hezog

rp=:A
At the eapression in his eyes, ' But even that must la easier
to bear than wassails at leaat,
AN HOel sat on the lawn Jill's heart leaped.
Through dinner the conversa- fearing-his father was trying
at Jill Bellamy's teet. For
a long time she had lam tion moved gaily from subject to-"
"Kill me." Jill said steadily.
..tretched out in a long chair to subject. Once Trevor broke
clan- acad.
"L atriltea mitea
beside tb• Clayton salmmtng aft What he was saying to Miss
pool, lost in thought. All night Pritchard to demand of his son "that you are the forgivarz
she had tossed restlessly, un- "What on earth makes you 'i'n one."
"Well," Jill explained. "I don't
able to sleep, trying to absorb like that? You look like the
believe in the savage law of an
the shocks of the evening be- Cheshire _cat."
Jim's grin broadened. "I can't eye tor an eye. Mr. Bennett
fare.
has been punished enough He'll
The civic meeting had been get over it. 1 never was so surnever again be able to run en
a,tremendous success. When it prised as when you walked into
art gallery along crooked lira.
broke up, Editor Loomis had that meeting last night."
Trevor laughed. •'L oomis He has been exposed to his felturned to Andrew Trevor with
cooked that up. We exchanged low governors of the [natant:a
a grim
He has had to make restaut •.
"You certainly took me by some long-distance calls and he
has ioat his Son s reser a
surprise." he admitted, "the put me in the picture. it struck He
What would be guinea by
way you built up Honest Abe. me that Garrison had you in
public .disgrace that would
thought you were going to pin an impossible position here.
Chester and serve no real p0:' •-X.
his ears back as he deserved. Anyhow, It was high time to
straighten out the losses my pose ?What happened to you?"
Trevor nodded. "You a
"I found 1 couldn't expose friends had sustained on the oil
quite right, of eriiirse
him," Trevor explained. "He's stock. And then-" He broke
"Just the same." Mis: Pa a
been warped all his life, poor oft.
"And then." Jim chuckled, chard said quickly, her e\
devil, but I believe you're going
snapping, "when I think o.
to see a change in him from "Loomis wanted you to show up
beet
has
what this child
Honest Abe."
now on."
"That Was the general idea," through, of how narrowly in
"Maybe," the editor said
escaped-"
dubiously. "Anyhow, it was a Trevor admitted. "But somehow
"It's all over," 'Jill interprincely gesture. I couldn't I'm glad it worked out as it did.
rupted. "Let's try to forget it."
have done it myself. Well, I've If I ever saw a happy man I
After dinner Trevor toot
saw one last night when Abe
got to run."
them into his library. -I haven't
So now Jill sat beside the heard that applause."
"It was a magnificent gesture had time yet to look around, to
Clayton pool. Denise, after welon your part," Miss Pritchard renew my acquaintance with my
coming her, had slipped away.
old friends." His hand stroked
Jill had seen her running up told him. "You're a very forthe- back of a book lovingly.
giving man."
the stairs to the room over the
Miss Pritchard began to look
Seeing the expression on her
garage where Jim Trevor was
Trevor's eyes widened, and at the titles. "Where on earth,"1
packing his things. Her throat face,
then he leaned toward her, his she began eagerly, "did you
was choked with the great lump
ever find this-"
own face glowing.
in it. She blinked back tears.
They were engrossed in each
There was no reference to the
"Wake up. sleeping beauty."
other. Jim led Jill out of the
Dan said. "Remember me?" He meeting at the Institute, no
mention of William Bennett's room, out of the house, across
put his hand over hers. -I hope
disgrace. The two Trevor men the lawn, lie picked her up
he deserves you."
seemed to have decided to give lightly and set her on the stone
She was startled. "Who?"
fence, looking down at the fern-The best man." The door of the women a respite from the
fringed pool.
Jim's room banged, and Denise excitement of the past two
"What are you doing?" she
ran down the steps, spots of days.
It was Jill herself who delib- began breathlessly.
color burning in her cheeks.
He smiled. "I want to talk to
The old amused smile returned erately introduced the subject.
you, so I put you where you
to Dan's face. "Just because he "There's one thing I can't uncan't run away. If you try to
mistook her for you In the dark, derstand," she said. "1 thought
move, you're likely to slide
Denise built up some unfounded Mr. Bennett could not possibly
down into that pool."
hopes." His smile deepened. "A be guilty because he had an
His smile faded. "I fell in love
dose of her own medicine ought alibi for the time when I fell
with you at first sight. And I
to be good for my sweet cousin. in the river and again for the
couldn't say anything to you. I
Come on, beautiful, I'll race you time when I was locked in the
took one look and knew that
warehouse."
to the end of the pool."
you were the only woman I
Jill laughed, jumping to her
"Actually," Jim said, "he would ever want to marry. And
feet, and they dived in the pool didn't. I've talked to Mr. Allen
I was bound hand and foot. As
together.
and Mr. Clayton. Bennett had Garrison's representative, under
just
caught
up
with
Allen
at
The swim did her good and
a false name, in a false position,
she felt refreshed when she the door of the Institute that I conldn't even speak to you as
morning
you
nearly
drowned.
dressed for dinner. After a momyself. And until my father's
ment's hesitation. ahe put on They had not been together. name was cleared, I had no
And
when
you
thought
he
had
the coral dress she had worn
clean name to offer you.
in New York. There was no gone to nee Clayton, he had
"But I'm free now. I love you.
special reason for the dress, but really had a telephone call from Jill. With all my heart. I want
Noonan
and
he
went
to
the
seemed
appropriate.
S
h
e
EL
you to be my viefe, to be a part
smiled mischievously at her re- warehouse."
of Penn Manor forever. Will
"What hurts me most," Jill you -Juliet 7"
flection in the mirror. "Hypocrite," she told herself. "You said, "is Chester. I'll never for"Jim, I-"
are wearing it because Jim get his face when he sat there,
"Can you learn to love me?"
having to say those things
liked it."
Her hands reached for his.
Tonight the iron gates of about his own father. Chester "From the first moment I saw
you, I knew Id--"
Penn Manor stood wide open, has lost everything."
"What?" ha asked, his lips
Jim shook his head. .He has
the house was a blaze of light.
Andrew Trevor himself was at plenty of guts. Remember, this against her hair.
"I knew. I'd conic home." She
the door to aeleome them, tall, isn't the shock to him it was
impressive, as handsome as his to you. He's known what his raised her head and he bent to
eon, a distinguished man. Be- fgther was tar a long time. The her lips.
THE END
hind him Jim stood, waiting. exposure hurt-of course It did.

2 LARGE MEDICINE cabinets, new,
one-half of the wholesale price.
Ceramic tile enough for 2 bath
rooms, 20r per square foot. Phone
753-6752.
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by Charles M. Schulz

I REFOSE TO GET HIT 2.4e A
i:L446 EAT AND DEPRIVE THE.
-!
WORLD OFMECF197;

Le00 DON T TELL ME ABOOT
FAST BALLS,5611N(51N.5 dAT5
AND FOUL Ws!
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24" GIRL'S BICYCLE, GOOD con53 CHEVY 4 DOOR COLOR green.
dition, $20.00. Phone 753-5254. J-7-C
In good running condition_ Phone
753-6301 or may be seen at Ill So. MINATURE DACHSHUND, AND
13th St Guy F
il0C dog house. Phone 753-5585.
J-7-P

ILA 1011ING

D

PF Vii7

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BEAUTIFUL NEW 3 bedroom brick
home, a, baths, large lot, in Fairview Acres, New Concord Highway,
open this weekend, Fulton E. Young.
J -8-C
owner. Telephone 753-4946.
14 PaNTOCIN-witn
motor call 753-3628.

or

without
-

-

by Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
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EXTRA !CC: THREE BEDROOM
home on a la acre lot near New
Concord on Highway 121. Has storm

by Ernie Bushmther
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by Itaeborn Van Buren

AN' SLATS

GIRL ARE REAL FUNNV,
SUE. HALF THE TIME A MAN
DOESN'T EVEN SUSPECT
WHAT'S GONG
ON IN THEIRMINDS/

A PARENT MUST OFTTIMES SEEM HARSH
AND CRUEL, MVDAUGHTER. BUT IT IS IN
THE TIME OF NEED - SUCH AS NOW - WHEN
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE,
YOU WILL FORGET BROTHER
CHARLIE -AND WE WILL
HELP YOU IN THIS. vim
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CREAM k made from whole milk by
means of a
separator which divides the whole
milk into creant
and skim milk. Whipping Cream
is used for flavor
and appearance and coffee cream
brings out the
finest flavor in coffee. Half and half,
a combination
product, wither cream nor milk,
is especially good
tot cereals or on bruit dishes.

Ten Food Producig Come from Dairyland
ICI CHAN, according to historians. is more of a
pertection than a creation. It grew out in flavored
ices which were favorites of the nobility. American
confe.troners specialized in the making of ice cream
prior To the signing of the Declaration of indepenia
Fasorite flavors today are vanilla, chocolate,
neapolitan and strawberry,

MILIC—Great changes have taken place in processing and distributing mill since the davs of the
Pilgrims. Milk today is pasteurized often homosenated or fortified with vitamin D; and seated in
sanitary contarners.
SUTTER—No other food is more important to tIc
cook Oho takes pride in the flavor of her creation,
No other spread can match butter's ability to bring
out the hest in foods. especially in hot segetahli
and baked foods. Butter is churned from cream, an,•
one pound of butter represents roughlv the amoi.r:
of cream contained in 10 quarts of milk.

WETI=2

COTTAGE CHEESE is WO' of the most popular of dairy
products. It is economical, loss in calories, and a
good source of protein. It comes in two varieties:
creamed. containing a Small amount of fresh dairy
cream, and Jr. Either type is asarlable as large
curd or small curd, determined by the size into
which thc
is ii hetoie it is cooked.
FRESH SOUR CREAM - In pre-pasteurization days,
0111
C.4111 Y.,s cream
which had soured. Now,
resh sour cream is produced by adding selected
.rrIttires to cream which has been pasteurized and
• :ming:mired Modern fresh sour cream has a differat and more pleasing flasor and texture than its
,arty ancestor.

OWE111— Among the most popular chee,
e,available
today are Cheddar. generally knovs n as "American."
Swiss. Gouda,Edam.Cream cheese. Brick, and Blue.
Other favorites arc PrOSOt-allt. MOZZarella. PaiTCsail and Romano. which °ilk:mated in hats, and
Camembert and Neufchatel, originally from France.

FRIDAY — JUNE 7, 1963

EVAPORATED MILK ieproduacii by p.tantitritiri
s
%hole null,, then concentrating it to halt its
original
volume bv evaporation of part of the natural water
vaintent the concentrated null, is then homogenize
d,
fortified a ah vitamin D.sealed in can: and sterilized
by her so that it keeps without refrigeration.
•••••••'"•"..,

140/4/ra DRY MILK is produced by
removing tat and
aater from flesh liquid milk. It is
readily soluble
in water and contains all the
protein, calcium and
carbohydrate sallies of fresh %hole milk.
Nonfat
Dry Milk is widely used in making
today's fine
breads.

KUTIIIMAKK — Old fashioned buttermilk used
to be
the tansy liquid left in the churn when the
butter making prix:ess was completed. Modern
buttermilk 1, produced by adding a "Ctilttire" to
skininted
milk and allowing the milk to "ripen.
' under
proper conditions.

A SAD SIGNAL—Swiss Guards close the bronze door of the
Vatican, thus signaling that the pope is dead. The closing of
U.S dour titis fur centuries signified passing of the pontiff,

FOR CORRECT

"A PRODUCTION
CREDIT LOAN
is GOOD
FARM
BUSINESS."
•
Finance this
easy, low-cost way—for
TODAY'S FARMING NEEDS

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL 75-u6363
CO

PEOPLES BANK
bismiy. K.
JOB OPENING
For Young Mature Man,
Over 21 Years of Age
admuld be able to type. have
.nituitive. ability to learn.
Permanent lob for the right inlividual Opportunity for ad,ancement Local firm, down
own Office type job, mostly Ir.ode
Should be able to get alotas
alth people and not be afraid :
a ork

Si rite Dos 1!-W
Murray. Ky.
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Be Sure You Have...
JUNE
Dairy Month
Committee
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Association. with the cooperation of fat.. marketed.
!agricultural and industrial organiseLast year over seven and one-half
lions interested in the heivith and million dollars were
collected and
welfare of the people. The ADA is. I spent in prornoting the
use of dairy
in itself, unique Its membership i products. It is agriculture
By Kentucky Ranker's Association
's best
oonsista of practically every cow-'example of cooperative
promotional
Again this June we join the na- mers Besides that, the delivery. mercial dairyman in 49 states and activity. In spite of all of this effort
, it is financed by a voluntary asses- 1 the per capita consumpti
tion in recognizing the importance processing and manufacturing
on of dairy
of
of the dairy industry to the state dairy products tsInfa of the larg,at anent of 2 cents per 100 pounds of products contariues to decrease.
and nation June Dairy Month is industries in the state. Over
one
here aria throughout the country and one-fourth mullion
the family. They are old neighbors
tons of milk
tribute is being paid to the lastly are produced on Kentucky
land friends.
farms
cow and to the dairy farmer, and each year. putting
I Pvt Wayne Mathis left Sunday
the state in
industry that produce. process and twelfth place as a dairy
morning for a two weeks training In
state. It
distribute milk and milk produets.1 ranks fourth in the manufactu
the 0.8.C. School in KnoxvIlle,
rerBy Mrs. George Linville
Paredes and milking contests will I mg of unevaporated milk
I Tennessee
and sixth
Lets hope our last winter is over
be staged. .speeches made and prtn- , in cheese
for a while as crops are needing
!
ceases crowned. more MIA
Four delegates of the 4-H Club of
be
drunk, more cheese and ice cream' Modern dairy farms require tre- warm weather I don't know of any- Calloway County also left Sunday
eaten. end more cream
d butter mendous capital outlays in land, thing that has enjoyed the ROW morning for a six day visit in Pon.
consumed, but all the while bleary- s buildings. livestock and equipment. Limes unless it is the locusLs they Lana. NC. They are Nedcly Mathis,
eyed did Finfisy will go blithely on Even modest operatonons require Can't seem to quit singing or what- Misses Marsha Hendon, Mary
Beth
making milk from grass, gram and from 50 to 100 thousand dollars ever they're doing Any way it is Bazzell and Carolyn Murdock
very
not
enjoyable
either.
cia.pdal
outlay, but after the farm
water She is the real manufacturer
The sick folks are all out againl W181) all successful and enjoyable
miner's income is leas than that of
of milk, and the queen of the
truck
the
driver that delivers his I think. First Lt. and Mrs. W. H. trips
dust ry
Nulty-five per cent of the "Billy" Allbntten of Aberdeen, Md.,
Mr. and Mrs J W Salmon and
Kentucky has good reason to' Ins
rit in the dairy industry is are visiting their parents Mr. and Mr. and
Mrs. George Linville were
celebrate June Dairy Month. Next held by t arm operators and only'Mrs James Allbritten of New ProIn Nashville, Tennessee Sunday to
to tobacca. it provides through the dist
vidence
and
other
relatives
five per cent
and
ribu
by manufactur
ers and'
tors
see 0 K Salmon in hospital their..
friends before leaving the states for
,ale of milk, veal and cattle, the
We will be happy to have the
Italy the last of the month.
income to Kentucky farThe June Dairy Month program I
Bubb° Hill family home for keeps
Ps% Larry Curd is now stationed
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at Ft Knox. Kentucky and spent
several days at home between Pt.
Polk. La and transfer to Ft. Knox.
Mrs Curd and brother David KingInes visited him over the weekend.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Carr and
children of Calvert City are on vacation and were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mn Oren Simmorui
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Milner of
Savannah, Tennessee and Mrs Sam
, Noah and son of Spokane. Washington spent Saturday night with their
taster Mrs Ellis Shoemaker and
Mr Shoemaker, Sunday night with
Mr. and Mrs A. W Simmons The
%Liners are leaving f or ti week's
suit in Houston. Texas this morning I Tuesday , Mrs. Noah and son
will be here for an extended visit.
Mr Noah and son will arrive here
next week.
Mr and Mrs. Garvin Linville and
daughter Cindy of Michigan and
Sgt George Linville and son Robert
were Thursday to Saturday guests
of their parents and grandparentil,
Mr and Mrs George Linville Mr.
and Mrs J W Salmon. Mr. and I
Mrs Buford Barton and son of
Paris and Mr and Mrs Raymond
Tidwell of Murray were Friday
aight guests. Mr and Mrs A W.
aarunons Friday afternoon callers.
*t Lmnville Is making a career
al the Army and will be in Germany
' for some time. He has been at Ft
Meade. Md . Ft Knox, Ky, and Ft.
Lee. Va for the past 18 months and
before re-enlisting had been in
Camp Lenard Wood. and Ft Knox
for six months
We are very happy' he could come
by to see us before going over seas.
They also rained Mrs Garvin Linville's mother, Mrs Bob Bennett,
and brothers and families of Buchanan. Tennessee and Mrs Bennett
returned home with them for the
summer
Mr and Mrs Buddy Carroll
and
children' of Paducah. Mr and Mrs.
Jimmy Allbritten and family
of
Murray and Miss Mayme Morgan of
Paris have abated in the Jim Allbritton home during the peat
week
and weekend. Bro Porter King
of
Henderson. Tennessee
who will
preach for us through the summer
months was a Sunday dinner gue-st
r,f the Allbrittens He and
Billy
aere MSC students together
Little
Jeffrey King spent Sunday
with
afr and Mrs. Randall Patterson
.ind sons.
A
card
yesterday
from
our
neighbors Mr and Mrs Carl
Vick
and Mr and Mrs. Thomas
Mathis,
said they made the trip
fine to
KarISISS City. /Cansa-s
Friday Had
perfect traveling weather and
are
visiting their daughter and
family
and bringing their two
grandsons
track for a visit
Several from around here
attend.
ed the funeral at
Blood River
Church of Christ for, Fred
Willis
List Wednesday Our sympathy
to

A Toast
to thei/120
Dairy,
Farmer

It's Just Good -Noss-Sense" to Borrow Where Folks
Are Interested in You and Your Form Financing Needs

HONORARY —
Commerce Luther H. Hodges
and Dr. Kenneth R. Williams.
president of Winston-Salem
State College, look pleased
at ceremonies at Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem,
C., at which they received
honorary law doctorates.

HERE'S WHY•
• PRODUCTION CREDIT prot.det loons Tor all tweds to help
you tom, more prof.tobly
• You Dote°w on a planned and sound repayment pion
that you con afford- and you pay ooly SIMPLE INTEREST
an the dolly crostandono balance.

right away. They have been in Pt.
Lee. Va for several months
Mrs. Bobby Smith is visiting Mr.
end Mrs Odell Lamb and Bobby
will be home from Ft Leonard
Wood, Mo.. July 3rd He likes there
he says
Wishing the best for everyone
Mr and Mrs Jerry Pat Osbron
are parents of new daughter born
Monday
Mrs Ethel Osborn visited Mrs A.
W. Simmons and Mrs George Linville Monday
Mr and Mrs Carl Vick and Mr.
and Mrs. George Linville enjoyed
Qik graduation exercises at New
Concord very much Congratulations to each and all the 1963 grads

• PRODUCTION CREDIT LOANS become a useful service
plat-map your FARM BUSINESS-specifically tailored for
your needs.

Lel PCA show you how to SAVE on form loons—loons mod*
kr folks who know form business ond ci farmer's needs.
Always See Your PCA FRS?!

Always See Your PCA FIRST!
Jackson Purchase

Production Credit Ass'n.
111117 N. 4tb
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Deeply appreciative of his importance as
an Integral part of our local economy, we
here at RYAN MILK COMPANY warmly
salute the Calloway Dairy Farmer for his
Indispensable contribution to the progress
and prosperity of thLs area.

RYAN MILK COMPANY is pleased that it
has the capability
milk produced

to purchase all of the

by Calloway County Dairy

Farmers, thus aiding to better his financial position.

RYAN MILK CO.
5.

PUN' 3-5602

